
Fill in the gaps

Days go by by Offspring

 Watch to the light

 It  (1)______________  save you tonight

 All our lesson is

  (2)________________  lost in time

  (3)__________  enough,  (4)____________  

(5)______________  to dust

 Looking back on the moments of our lives

 All  (6)________  anger, all your hurt

 It  (7)__________________   (8)____________  in the end

 Those days go by and we all  (9)__________  again

 What you had and what you lost

  (10)__________________  all memories in the wind

  (11)__________   (12)________  go by and we all start

again

 Stars still burn bright

 Seasons change overnight

 As we find a way

 The times they come and go

  (13)________  back in love, a new day  (14)__________ 

above

  (15)________  no end it comes, to carry you back home

 All your anger, all your hurt

 It  (16)__________________  matter in the end

 Those days go by and we all start again

  (17)________  you had and  (18)________  you lost

 They’re all  (19)________________  in the wind

  (20)__________  days go by and we all start again

 Days go by

 All your anger, all your hurt

 It doesn’t matter in the end

  (21)__________  days go by and we all  (22)__________ 

again

 What you had and what you lost

 They’re all memories in the wind

 Those days go by and we all start again

  (23)________  you had,  (24)________  you lost

 What you had,  (25)________  you lost

 Those  (26)________  go by

 Those days go by

  (27)__________   (28)________  go by
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Fill in the gaps

Answer
1. won’t

2. Pictures

3. Never

4. towers

5. crumble

6. your

7. doesn’t

8. matter

9. start

10. They’re

11. Those

12. days

13. Look

14. rises

15. With

16. doesn’t

17. What

18. what

19. memories

20. Those

21. Those

22. start

23. What

24. what

25. what

26. days

27. Those

28. days
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